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Newsletter Submissions: The Newsletter encourages people to submit arti
cles, letters, or graphics related to political, pagan or spiritual issues and hap
penings. Graphics are ALWAYS welcome!
We may edit for length, spelling, punctuation and grammar; we do not alter
poetry.

While we are pleased to print letters or articles on ethics, we will not print
personal charges or countercharges.
All submissions, whether we print them or not, eventually find their way into
our cauldron, so keep copies for yourself. Please do not ask us to return them.

Submissions are due on or before the deadline. The Newsletter staffhas sworn
off its lamentable co-behavior and will not chase down late submissions. We
really mean it this time.
The views expressed in articles and advertisements in this
Newsletter belong to the authors and advertisers... not to
the Reclaiming Community or the Newsletter Staff. Some of
us don't even like some of the stuff we print.
Summer Deadline is Wednesday, May 6,1992
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Reclaiming Events Line ® 849-0877

This recording (listed under "Reclaiming" in Berkeley) carries announcements
(and updates) of events organized by Reclaiming and others. Often, these come
up too late to be put in the newsletter. Call us with events and announcements to
add to the message. They can also be mailed to the Events Line at the EO. box,
but this is slower. Please allow plenty of time, and remember to say where we
can reach you with questions.
-The Recording Faerie
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Remembering Brigid, Awaiting Kore
Seasonal Musings and Weather Report
by Rose May Dance

It has been a brilliant morning between
the storms, a holiday morning for what
Moher calls Dead Presidents' Day, a holiday
I don't celebrate, unless you call typing for
the newsletter celebratory. But it is holy
work, since it's work I do for the community.
I've been thinking about community. In a
few days I will have been initiated into the
Craft for ten years; I reflect on my life and
work as a Witch, and the direction of that
life and work. A decade is a relatively short
span, but I have a hard time remembering
the life I led before I was involved with
Reclaiming and with the anarcho-pagan
community of northern California. The only
help in remembering I get is from the
friends who still call me Gweneth, and those
weekly phone calls to Mom and Dad in
Toledo.
[The sky is now darkening by about 3
shades as clouds move in from the west;
there are so many colors — blue, grey,
white, gold and purple in the sky; diffused
light makes all the new green in the garden
shining, flourescent, as if inner-lit. Croci
are up. Primroses a brave show. One coral
poppy. And the plum tree, eight days late in
blooming, wonders if today will be the day.
I think the next rain will be here before it
gets a chance to blossom. I'm torn between
writing this and stripping the leaves off the
loquat prunings to put in the compost.]

thanked me for the ritual, which I had noth
ing to do with. I had forgotten to bring the
planners and priestesses forward, so I'd like
to do that now. Many thanks to Carol, Pan
dora, Macha, Theresa, Cybele, Kelly (who
missed the ritual because of the birth of
Casey), and Margaret. And thank you to
the circles who called the directions, to Star
for her drumming and meditation, the
musicians, Kate and Bill at the anvil, Judy,
and all who did the detail work.
The focus of the ritual was community,
and how we return to community over and
over, make the trip back to Brigid's well to
be nourished. And to nourish. The ritual
became a very personal meditation of
thanks and dedication for me as soon as the
quarters were called.

I realized that I have

been a midwife for the birth of each of the
four circles calling the quarters — I had
taught classes for each of them and they
had formed working circles from those class
groups (with the usual additions and sub
tractions of members). This fact had me in
tears as I called the center of the circle, the
center is all of us, what we make together,
our community.

After we had called Brigid, we all walked,
not holding hands, widdershins around the
room, meditating on the winter, meditating
on the dark through which we walked,
meditating on the past year. It had been
another hard year for many of us. This time
last February we were in a war, glued to the
television when we weren't out on the

On the eve of Brigid I gathered with my
community at the Women's Building, where
we had gathered for so many Brigids.
I
made a crash landing at the ritual, coming
from 10 days in the People's Republic of

streets protesting.

For me, it had been a

year of hard work on my job — the first year
of committed full- time work at the task I've
done for a long time, and a pretty stiff
schedule of going into the field to interview,
educate, and perform HIV testing and
results counseling with drug shooters, week
after week instead of the more intermittent
scheduling of past years. But also it had

China, which ran directly into my covener
Deborah's wonderful delivery of her and
Kelly's baby. [This was not the first crash
landing I've made at a Brigid ritual. I seem
to
remember
arriving
from
a
Cape
Canaveral Trident 2 action, in high
pneumonia fever, to make my pledge by
Brigid's well years ago.] But this time I was
at least capable of a little work: the plan
ners asked me to explain the ritual. This
task I did, after a bit of coaching, and the
result was that after the closing everyone

been a year of finding my own balance,
learning to deal with the stress, learning
how, why, and when I get tired, learning
how to dare to rest without guilt.
1

And so I walked, widdershins around the
circle. The ritual plan was that we should
begin to feel, as we walked, what pulled us
to Brigid's well. [It's raining now, but I just
talked to my friend who lives at the beach
who says that this weather blew over her
house 20 minutes ago and now it's sunny
there.] I walked, and began to remember
the events of the previous few days.
My coven had met Tuesday night January
28th, as we've met weekly for 11 years! We
met at Deborah's, and marvelled at her full
moon belly, 5 days past full in fact. We real
ly didn't see how she could get any bigger,
and she drank a cup of coffee in a feeble at
tempt at birth-weight management.
We
pressed her let- down* points on her hands
and feet, fed her some blue cohosh, burned a
pentacle candle holding all our wishes, and
I went home to bed for a fitful sleep, listen
ing for the phone.
It rang at 6:15 the next morning.
Deborah's bag of waters had broken and she
and Kelly, very excited, were going to the
hospital for a check. When they got back
home she began labor and I went over to
their house. After a few hours we made our
way, with coolers, boomboxes, pillows, and a
suitcase full of altar gear, to the birth center
at UC. Slowly the rest of the Wind Hags
and Kelly's circle drifted in, as we took over
the huge family birth room and made it our
own. Starhawk had been in Los Angeles
taking care of her mother after surgery, but
when her mother heard Deborah was in
labor she kindly urged Star to fly on up
here, and she did. At first the hospital staff
looked at us askance — so many people
trying to light candles (against the rules)
and holding hands. They assigned us the
labor nurse with the nose-ring. (What a
find! Thanks, Lola.) But soon they were
calling us "the good vibes room". The doctor
said she was impressed by any people who
would bring that much food to a birth.
We cast our circle and raised the power,
and I looked around at these faces who have
become my family and more over the past
II years: Deborah, Kelly, Robin, Arachne,
Bill, Carol, Starhawk, Pandora. As soon as
we put our hands together and breathe
there is a circle; as soon as we begin a song
there is sweet powerful harmony. The love
in the circle was palpable, and tears

streamed down our faces.
We'd been
through such struggles with Deborah and
Kelly in their efforts to make a family, so
many disappointments. And now the mo
ment had come.

We sang and chanted and tranced
through the night.
Arachne's daughter
Bethany came, a grown up young woman
whose coming of age we had celebrated,
(and Star had chronicled), such a capable
person lifting and turning Deborah, sooth
ing her brow with cold compresses, and
finally, tucking us all into chairs with
blankets to catch an hour of sleep, promis
ing to take care of us when we are old.
Another round of tears.
Toward the end of the night, awake again,
I looked at Star and said, well here we are
again, sitting up late in a crowded room in
an institution, waiting for something, just

like we have so many times. And Star said,
yeah, but this is much nicer than jail, kind
of like the Winter Solstice. But it's like jail,
too. And Lola the nurse said, ok, what is
this, what are you guys. And I said, well
we're Witches. She had guessed that, but
was puzzled by the jail talk. And I said well

it was protestor jail, slightly embarrassed
that I couldn't say bank robbery or other ex
citing crimes. Lola followed with a flood of
questions and we gave her a newsletter, and
heard about her healing work with crystals
and desires to become a nurse-midwife.
And then the doctor said it was time to set
Deborah up to push.

[The sun is peeping through the clouds,
throwing a shaft of light on the plaster rab
bit under the plum tree.]
The doctor gave a little speech about how
it is not unusual to push for three or more
hours, and that this was normal, and in
general got us ready for the next stage to be
tedious.
Imagine our surprise when
Deborah, 40 minutes later, (8:12 AM 1-3092) pushed that 10 pound three and a half
ounce boy out. The weeping, the cheers, the
jumping up and down! When we extricated
Casey Cooper Quirke from the nursery a
while later, we sang again and gave thanks
for this triumph and opened our circle.
And so I was thinking about these things
as I walked widdershins around Brigid's
Well, and the people I love were calling me
to the well. And I was likewise thinking of

